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Lateral Diffusion In Membranes

1. Lateral Diffusion is important property of membrane lipids and is responsible 

for transport across  the membranes

2. Methods used to measure Lateral Diffusion

(a) Using Spin Labeled Techniques: Spin Exchange interaction between 

labeled radicals

(a) Fluorescence Techniques:

i) Pyrene excimer formation (upto 100Å)  

Py+Py*                (PyPy)* 

Ka.c= KI’/I, I= intensity of monomer, I’= intensity of excimer K= constant for 

pyrene.

Collision frequency of the labelled species Vcol = Ka.C

ii) FRAP (fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (upto few microns) 

iii) Cell fusion techniques (upto entire cell surface areas)

Ka= rate of association 
C= surface concentration of the lablled species

Ka.c



diffusion coefficient (D): The quantity of a substance that in diffusing from one region to another passes through 

each unit of cross section per unit of time when the volume-concentration gradient is unity.

(a) D is independent of the chain-length

(b) D is function of temperature

(c) D for small, amphipathic molecules are proportional to inverse square root of their molecular weight

Brownian motion of lipids in the membranes can be explained by 2 models.

(a) Free volume model: Based on generation of free volume (or hole) in the lipid bilayer due to lateral density 

fluctuations. If this gap or hole exceeds a critical size,  the diffusing molecule of interest jumps from its first 

place to newly formed free volume or hole. This jumping or diffusing frequency of diffusing molecule is 

determined by:-

i) Mean time required for generation of free volume of critical size

ii) Kinetic velocity u of the particle

Thus D (diffusion coefficient) α u ( velocity which is dependent on inverse square root of the molecular weight 

of the diffusing species) .

Also free volume model is dependent upon temperature therefore we can study and establish the relationship 

between transport properties and thermodynamic properties of the membranes.  

𝑢 = 2𝑘 Τ𝑇 𝑚0



(b) Model on hydrodynamic theory of diffusion:  The lateral diffusion coefficient is a function of:-

i) ŋ and ŋ’ which are viscosities of lipid bilayers and aqueous phase respectively

ii) depends logarithmically on radius (a) of the diffusing particle.

This can be summarized in the following equation

Brownian Motion of Protein

1. Despite the big size the lateral diffusion of protein is very high which can be explained on the basis of

hydrodynamic theory of diffusion because it says that the diffusion is weakly dependent on radius of the

particles . Example Roshopsin had D= 10-9

2. However for small protein free volume model is valid. Examples. Band III protein of RBCs D= 10-12

We can see despite rhodospsin being a big protein has higher lateral diffusion (D= 10-9 ) compared to Band III of

RBCs (D= 10-12 ). This can be due to (a) immbolization of Band III to the cytoplasmic network or (b) actual high

mobility but over shorter distances of few Angstroms which is confirmed by Excimer and FRAP techniques

discussed earlier.

• The fast transport can be through formation of liquid channels formed at the liquid and rigid domains of the

lipids. This is called Percolation.



• The long- range transport due to liquid channels is determined by ratio of P of liquid to rigid domains (local 

density fluctuations) 

• Liquid channels will be formed if  and extend over long macroscopic regions if this ratio exceeds a criticial

value i.e. P≥Pc where Pc 

These local density fluctuations due to formation of liquid and rigid domains can lead to changes in the enzyme activities
Due to changes in the volumes in the activated states. 

For example:  Opening of Na channels is due to changes in volume changes upto 10%

At the lateral pressure (∏) the miechaelis menton constant (inverse measure of the substrate's affinity for the enzyme—
as a small indicates high affinity) will depend on the (∏)  according to 

Where ΔA is the area change of the enzyme upon transition to activated state
if lipid environment of the enzyme is dilated (increased) by decreasing the pressure  by a value of (Δ ∏), the enzyme 
activity (equilibrium constant) will be increased by  
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